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Figure 1: (i) The notch on MacBook Pro (2021). The area of the notch is not a screen and is not drawn. Although the cursor can
be entered, in the case of the default size cursor, the notch hides the cursor partially or entirely. As a result, a user can lose the
cursor. (ii) A cursor warping to the left and right of the notch. For example, if the cursor enters the left edge of the notch, it will
warp to the right side of the notch. This cursor may shorten the path to the target and restrain the movement time increased by
the notch.

ABSTRACT
Although the mouse cursor can enter the notch of the MacBook
Pro (2021), it is partially or entirely hidden by the notch. Moving
the cursor around the notch or avoiding it entirely can increase
the movement time. This study investigated the possibility of using
a cursor warping to the left and right of the notch to shorten the
path to the target and restrain the movement time increased by the
notch. We conducted an experiment to compare the performance
of a default cursor, a cursor twice the default size, and a cursor
warping to the left and right of the notch. The results showed that
a cursor warping left and right of the notch was not effective in
terms of the movement time.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Anotch is placed to expand the area of a PC screenwhile positioning
the webcam at the same time (Fig. 2). The MacBook Pro (2021)
(Apple Inc., US)1 display has a notch at the center of the top edge
as a black, non-drawing area. The cursor can enter the area of the
notch in current notch specification (Fig. 1(i)). When the cursor
enters the notch, it is generally partially or entirely hidden by the
notch. However, there is an exception to the MacBook Pro’s cursor
behavior with respect to the notch: if the user has already clicked an
item on the menu bar, the cursor warps to the left and right of the
notch. In other words, there are currently two types of behaviors
for the notch: entering the notch and warping to either side of the
notch.

Pointing (point targets such as buttons or icons) should be com-
pleted quickly and accurately. The target size and distance to the
target affect the movement time of the cursor operation [9, 16].
Furthermore, a smaller target and longer distance requires longer
movement time. In addition, the movement time increases when
distractors, which are targets that a user does not intend to select,
are on the path to the target [5, 14, 22, 23]. Oba et al. [20] showed
that the notch hides the cursor, which also increases the movement
time. Furthermore, when the notch is placed, it is desirable for the
user to avoid the notch [19]. Therefore, it is desirable to make the
notch an area where the cursor cannot enter [19].

This study investigated the possibility of using a cursor warp-
ing to the left and right of the notch (Fig. 1 (ii)) to shorten the
path to the target and restrain the movement time, which increases
owing to the notch. In other words, it may be desirable for the
cursor to always warp to the left or right of the notch, regardless
of whether the user has already selected an item on the menu bar.
We conducted an experiment to compare a cursor of the default
size, a cursor twice the default size, and a cursor warping to the
left and right of the notch. We assumed that a cursor twice the

1Apple Inc., US. https://www.apple.com/
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Figure 2: Overall view of the MacBook Pro display. The notch
is placed at the top center of the display to extend the screen
size and to accommodate the webcam.

default size might also restrain the increasing movement time, con-
sidering the entire cursor would not be hidden by the notch. The
results of the experiment did not demonstrate the effectiveness of
the cursor warping to the left and right of the notch. Although
warping the cursor shortened the distance the user had to move
the mouse and improved the efficiency of the cursor path, it did
not restrain the movement time increased by the notch. This can
be attributed to participants’ perception of the target width, which
is smaller than the actual target width, as they avoid clicking near
the notch to avoid unnecessary warping. Participants reported that
they carefully moved the cursor before warping because the warp
caused the cursor to move abruptly. When using a warping cursor,
the maximum average speed of the cursor tends to decrease. In
addition, even in the no notch condition, the movement time was
longer when using a warping cursor. We believe that it would be
undesirable to have a mixture of warping and non-warping situa-
tions, which would require the user to vary the distance traveled
by the mouse depending on the situation.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Effect of the Notch
Oba et al. [20] showed that the notch increases the movement
time when pointing to an edge target from another edge target
on the top edge of the screen. The movement time was increased
primarily when the notch was between the targets. Furthermore,
when the notch was between the targets, participants moved the
cursor using two main strategies: (i) move the cursor along the
edge (along-strategy) and (ii) avoid the notch (avoid-strategy). In
the along-strategy, the cursor was hidden by the notch, and hence,
the participants could not locate the cursor. In the avoid-strategy,
avoiding the notch increased the path and movement time.

Furthermore, Oba et al. [19] showed that the avoid-strategy is
preferred over the current notch specifications (the cursor can
enter). Although the distance that participants moved the mouse
was longer in avoid-strategy than in along-strategy, the movement

time was shorter for the avoid-strategy because the cursor was not
hidden by the notch and the cursor was always visible. In addition,
when the notch was placed on a display, it was desirable to design
the notch in an area where the cursor could not enter [19]. The
outer edge of the notch stops the cursor, resulting in faster and
more accurate target-pointing, if the target is adjacent to the notch.

2.2 Effect of Warping the Cursor
Patrick et al. [4] observed that whenmultiple displays with different
resolutions are used, the cursor unnaturally warps between the
displays. To solve this problem, they proposed the Mouse Ether
method, which eliminates unnatural warping when the cursor is
moved between displays. This technique prevented unnatural warps
and improved the performance by up to 28%.

Stephane et al. [13] investigated cursor warping that occurs
in display torus settings (e.g., when the cursor reaches the right
edge of the screen, it appears from the left edge of the screen).
Therefore, they proposed the TorusDesktopmethod, which presents
appropriate visual feedback before the warp occurs and the cursor
emerges after the warp.

2.3 Effects of Edge Target and Path Efficiency
A target placed against the edge of the screen is commonly referred
to as an edge target, which can be pointed faster than a target that
does not contact the edge of the screen [2, 7, 8, 24]. To point at a
target at the center of the screen, the user must stop the cursor
within the target area. However, when pointing at an edge target,
the user can take advantage of the fact that the cursor stops at
the edge of the screen. As a result, edge targets can be pointed at
by simply adjusting the cursor horizontally only with the edge to
which the target is adjacent.

However, pushing-edge (pushing the cursor to the edge of the
screen) increases the distance traveled by the mouse and decreases
the efficiency of the cursor path. Yamanaka defined PE (Path Effi-
ciency), which calculates the efficiency of the path of the cursor’s
movement [24]:

PE =
on-screen travel distance
virtual travel distance

× 100% (1)

PE is calculated by the on-screen travel distance (the distance the
cursor moves on-screen) and the virtual travel distance (the distance
the virtual cursor moves while ignoring the fact that the cursor
stops at the edge of the screen). If the user performs extra pushing-
edge, PE exhibits a low value, thereby indicating that the path is
less efficient. Conversely, if the user rarely performs pushing-edge,
PE is approximately 100%, which indicates that the path is highly
efficient. However, a high PE value does not necessarily indicate
less movement time, and the user may not be able to effectively use
the benefits of the edge of the screen. In this study, when a cursor
warping to the left and right of the notch is used, the width of the
notch is added to the on-screen travel distance when the cursor
warps, resulting in a situation where the on-screen travel distance
is larger than the virtual travel distance. Note that PE may show
values greater than 100%.
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Figure 3: (Left) A schematic of the experiment. (Right) A schematic of Cursor of (i) default, (ii) twice, and (iii) warp.

2.4 Performance Models for Pointing
Fitts’ law [9, 16] is a typical performance model that predicts the
pointing movement time (MT ). There are several formulas called
Fitts’ law; however, the Shannon formulation is commonly used in
HCI research:

MT = 𝑎 + 𝑏ID, ID = log2

(
𝐴

𝑊
+ 1

)
(2)

where 𝑎 and 𝑏 are empirical constants. ID (index of difficulty) indi-
cates the difficulty level of the pointing task and is calculated from
the distance from the initial position of the cursor to the target
center (𝐴) and the target width (𝑊 ).

Jax et al. [14] and Vaughan et al. [23] investigated the case of
distractor on the path to the target and proposed a model for when
the user maneuvers around the distractor. Yamanaka et al. [25]
showed that when a distractor was not on the path but near the
path, the user bent the path to avoid the distractor.

Furthermore, the target height (𝐻 ) also affects the movement
time [2, 6, 12, 17, 18, 26]. Accot and Zhai [1] and Zhang et al. [27]
proposed a model for a bivariate (2D) pointing task that takes 𝐻 .
Yamanaka [24] showed that the movement time for pointing to
an edge target from another edge target on the same edge can be
predicted using 2D models. Usuba et al. [22] proposed a model
that considers the interval between the target and the distractor
(𝐼 ). By combining the models proposed by Zhang et al. [27] and
Usuba et al. [22], Oba et al. [20] proposed a model that considers
the placement of the notch when pointing to an edge target from
another edge target on the top edge of the screen.

3 EXPERIMENT
3.1 Apparatus
We used a desktop PC (Intel Core i9-12900KF, GeForce RTX 3070 Ti,
32GB RAM, Windows 10 Home). The display was manufactured by
AOPEN (model 25XV2QFbmiiprx; 24.5” diagonal, 1920×1080 pixels)
and had a 360 Hz refresh rate. The input device was an optical
mouse: Logitech G300s gaming mouse (1600 dpi). To match the
participant’s usual settings, we set the mouse-cursor speed via the
OS setting to the middle of the slider in the control-display with
“Enhance pointer precision” turned on. The experimental system
was implemented with Hot Soup Processor 3.6 and used in full-
screen mode.

3.2 Participants
Twelve students from a local university participated in the experi-
ment. The average age was 22.3 years (SD = 1.92). All participants
were familiar with mouse operation. Experiments were performed
with the right hand, which is the dominant hand.

3.3 Task
We created the task for our experiment with reference to exper-
iments 1 and 2 in Oba et al.’s study [19]. Fig. 3 (Left) shows a
schematic of the task. A red starting area and a green target were
presented on a gray background. When the participant clicked on
the starting area, the trial began. The disappearance of the starting
area was used as visual feedback to let the participants know that
the trial had begun. Participants moved the cursor quickly and
accurately toward the target and terminated the trial with the next
click. If this click was made within the target, we recorded the trial
as a success and presented a pleasant sound to signal the success
of the task. If the trial was not successful, we recorded the trial as a
failure (error) and presented a beep.

3.4 Design
We set the notch as a black rectangle with a height of 6 mm (22 pix-
els) and a width of 37 mm (130 pixels) by referring to the actual
dimensions of the notch on MacBook Pro (2021). When the cursor
overlaps the notch, the overlapping portion of the cursor is hidden
by the notch (same specification as the current notch).

Three cursor conditions (Cursor) were set: cursor with default
size (default), cursor twice the default size (twice), and cursor warp-
ing to the left and right of the notch (warp) (Fig 3 (right)). The
default size was based on the default actual size of MacBook Pro
(2021). Additionally, in warp, the cursor size was the default size.
The cursor stops at the bottom of the notch, just as it does when
the button on the menu bar is selected on the MacBook Pro (2021).

We set two conditions for the cursormovement strategy (Strategy),
as in a previous study [19]: moving the cursor along the top edge
of the screen (along) and moving the cursor by avoiding the notch
(avoid). Strategy was used as a condition considering Oba et al. [20],
who showed that the strategy of target-aiming operations affects
the movement time.

We set the target height to 6 mm, which was the same as the
notch, and the width (𝑊 ) to 6 mm (21 pixels).𝑊 was based on the
actual size of the target on the taskbar of a MacBook Pro (2021). To
avoid increasing the workload on the participants by increasing the
number of cases, we used one of the𝑊 values used in the previous
study [19]. The starting area was always the same size as the target.

We set the movement amplitude (𝐴) from the starting area to
the target to two conditions: 100 and 200 mm (350 and 700 pixels,
respectively). The value of 𝐴 was set with reference to the values
in a previous study [19].

We set the interval (𝐼 ) between the notch and target to three
conditions: 0, 12, and∞mm (0, 42, and∞ pixels, respectively), with
reference to a previous study[19, 22]. Moreover,∞ mm means no
notch condition. The notch is always placed between the targets.
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Figure 4: Results of MT of (i) 𝐼 × Cursor × Strategy, and (ii) 𝐼 × Strategy × Cursor.

When pointing to a target at the top of the screen, it is known
that (i) the effect of the cursormovement direction on themovement
time is the same in the left and right directions and (ii) there is no
significant difference in the movement time between a typical arrow
cursor and a circular cursor [2]. To avoid increasing the workload
of the participant, we always placed the starting area to the left of
the target. We used the common arrow cursor.

3.5 Procedure
Participants performed the tasks using in two Strategys for each
Cursor . First, the participants were given an explanation of one
Strategy and practiced 24 trials with one Cursor . Then, 20 blocks
(120 trials) were performed for data collection, each block compris-
ing a random ordering of 6 trials (=2𝐴×3𝐼 ). After completing 20
blocks, the participants took a 1 min break. After the break, par-
ticipants were explained the other Strategy. Then, the participants
practiced 24 trials and performed 20 blocks. The order of Cursor
and Strategy was counterbalanced among the participants. Each
participant took approximately 30 min for this experiment.

We instructed the participants to (1) perform the task as quickly
and accurately as possible, (2) confirm the conditions presented
before starting the trial, and (3) avoid clutching (the action of float-
ing the mouse) as much as possible. However, because the distance
𝐴 in this experiment was sufficient to move the cursor without
clutching, the effect of restricting clutching was negligible.

3.6 Measurements
The movement time (MT ) is the time from clicking the starting area
to clicking the target, excluding error trials. The error rate (ER) is
the percentage of tasks recorded as failure out of all tasks.

4 RESULT
We recorded 8,640 (2(𝐴)× 3(𝐼 )× 2(Strategy)× 3(Cursor)× 20(block)×
12(participants)) trails, which included 593 error trails (ER = 6.86%).
ER was higher than that in previous studies [16, 19, 20, 24] owing
to the small target size used in this experiment, which increased the
overall difficulty of the task [10]. We analyzed error-free trials by
mean-of-means calculation via repeated-measures ANOVA using
the Bonferroni method as a p-value adjustment; this is because our
analysis was similar to that in previous studies [22, 24]. Error bars
in the graphs indicated standard errors. ***, **, and * in the graphs
indicated 𝑝 < 0.001, 𝑝 < 0.01, and 𝑝 < 0.05, respectively.

4.1 Error Rate (ER)
We recorded 593 error trials (ER = 6.86%). This ER tends to be
higher than that in previous studies [16, 19, 20, 24], which is prob-
ably because of the small target size used in this experiment and
the overall difficulty of the task [10]. We observed the main effects
of Strategy (𝐹1,11 = 5.60, 𝑝 < 0.05, [2𝑝 = 0.337). The other parame-
ters did not show the main effect. No significant interaction was
observed. Although avoid tended to be higher than along for all
Cursor , significant differences were found only for warp.

4.2 Movement Time (MT )
We observed the main effects of 𝐴 (𝐹1,11 = 157, 𝑝 < 0.001, [2𝑝 =

0.935), 𝐼 (𝐹2,22 = 93.8, 𝑝 < 0.001, [2𝑝 = 0.895), Strategy (𝐹1,11 =

22.5, 𝑝 < 0.001, [2𝑝 = 0.672), and Cursor (𝐹2,22 = 20.9, 𝑝 < 0.001,
[2𝑝 = 0.655). Pair-wise comparisons showed that MT for avoid was
shorter than that for along (𝑝 < 0.001). Furthermore MT increased
as 𝐴 increased (𝑝 < 0.001), and 𝐼 decreased (𝑝 < 0.001 to 0.05
for all pairs). These trends were similar to those observed in a
previous study [19, 20, 24]. We observed significant interactions
of 𝐴 × Strategy (𝐹1,11 = 6.32, 𝑝 < 0.05, [2𝑝 = 0.365), 𝐼 × Strategy
(𝐹2,22 = 15.6, 𝑝 < 0.001, [2𝑝 = 0.587), 𝐼 × Cursor (𝐹4,44 = 15.8,
𝑝 < 0.001, [2𝑝 = 0.589), Strategy × Cursor (𝐹2,22 = 3.99, 𝑝 < 0.05,
[2𝑝 = 0.266), and 𝐼 × Strategy × Cursor (𝐹4,44 = 10.7, 𝑝 < 0.001,
[2𝑝 = 0.492 (Fig. 4)).

From the significant interaction of 𝐼×Strategy×Cursor , although
there was a significant difference in Strategy for all Cursor at 𝐼 = 0
and 12, there was a significant difference only at warp at 𝐼 = ∞. At
𝐼 = 0 and 12, default and warp were significantly longer than twice.
However, at 𝐼 = ∞, warp was significantly longer than default and
twice for along.

4.3 Path Efficiency (PE)
In warp, PE may show over 100% because the notch width was
added to the on-screen travel distance when warping. If warping
(left-to-right warping in this experiment) was used to shorten the
travel path of the mouse, PE would be significantly high. However,
if an unnecessary warp (e.g., a right-to-left warp in this experi-
ment) is performed by mistake, PE will show an unreasonably high
value. Therefore, we analyzed 8,006 trials, excluding those wherein
unnecessary warping occurred (41 trials) and error trials.

Additionally, we did not add the notch width to the virtual travel
distance in this analysis. This method of analysis may make it
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Figure 5: Results of PE of 𝐼 × Strategy × Cursor at (i) 𝐴 = 100 and (ii) 𝐴 = 200.

Figure 6: Results of virtual travel distance of (i) 𝐴 × Cursor × Strategy and (ii) 𝐼 × Cursor × Strategy.

Table 1: Results of ANOVA for PE.

Factors DFnum DFden 𝐹 𝑝 [2𝑝
𝐴 1 11 46.9 < 0.001 0.810
𝐼 2 22 459 < 0.001 0.977
Strategy 1 11 38.1 < 0.001 0.776
Cursor 2 22 432 < 0.001 0.975
𝐴 × 𝐼 2 22 161 < 0.001 0.936
𝐴 × Strategy 1 11 64.0 < 0.001 0.853
𝐴 × Cursor 2 22 178 < 0.001 0.942
𝐼 × Strategy 2 22 292 < 0.001 0.964
𝐼 × Cursor 4 44 601 < 0.001 0.982
Strategy × Cursor 2 22 580 < 0.001 0.981
𝐴 × 𝐼 × Strategy 2 22 139 < 0.001 0.927
𝐴 × 𝐼 × Cursor 4 44 137 < 0.001 0.925
𝐴 × Strategy × Cursor 2 22 137 < 0.001 0.926
𝐼 × Strategy × Cursor 4 44 695 < 0.001 0.984
𝐴 × 𝐼 × Strategy × Cursor 4 44 148 < 0.001 0.931

difficult to distinguish between operation with warping and consid-
erable pushing edge and operation with no warping and no pushing
edge. However, it is a mistake to add the notch width to the vir-
tual travel distance, because PE is a measure for calculating the
efficiency of the cursor’s path relative to the mouse travel distance.
Therefore, we address this concern by also analyzing the virtual
travel distance in PE in the next section.

We present the results of ANOVA for PE in Table 1. In 𝐼 =

0, 12 and along, warp was significantly higher than default and
twice (Fig. 5).

4.4 Virtual Travel Distance
We analyzed only error-free trials (8,047 trials). We observed the
main effects of 𝐴 (𝐹1,11 = 222 × 102, 𝑝 < 0.001, [2𝑝 = 1.000), 𝐼
(𝐹2,22 = 10.0, 𝑝 < 0.001,[2𝑝 = 0.477), Strategy (𝐹1,11 = 13.3, 𝑝 < 0.01,

[2𝑝 = 0.548), and Cursor (𝐹2,22 = 31.9, 𝑝 < 0.001, [2𝑝 = 0.744). We
observed significant interactions of 𝐴 × Cursor (𝐹2,22 = 5.32, 𝑝 <

0.05, [2𝑝 = 0.326), 𝐼 × Strategy (𝐹2,22 = 23.2, 𝑝 < 0.001, [2𝑝 = 0.678),
𝐼 × Cursor (𝐹4,44 = 12.9, 𝑝 < 0.001, [2𝑝 = 0.539), Strategy × Cursor
(𝐹2,22 = 26.8, 𝑝 < 0.001, [2𝑝 = 0.709), 𝐴 × 𝐼 × Cursor (𝐹4,44 = 3.38,
𝑝 < 0.05, [2𝑝 = 0.235), 𝐴 × Strategy × Cursor (𝐹2,22 = 9.00, 𝑝 < 0.01,
[2𝑝 = 0.450), and 𝐼 × Strategy × Cursor (𝐹4,44 = 21.0, 𝑝 < 0.001,
[2𝑝 = 0.657(Fig. 6)). In along, warp was significantly shorter than
other Cursors. In avoid, there was no significant difference among
Cursors.

5 DISCUSSION
5.1 Movement Time
warp did not show significantly shortermovement time than default.
The same trend is observed for all Cursors; further, also for warp,
avoid always had significantly shorter movement time than that for
along (Fig. 4). In contrast, for along, warp had significantly shorter
virtual travel distance than that for the other Cursors (Fig. 6), and
PE was significantly higher (Fig. 5). Therefore, we believe that a
cursor warping to the left and right of the notch would shorten
the distance to move the mouse and improve the efficiency of the
cursor path; however, it would not shorten the movement time.
Consequently, we found that a cursor warping to the left and right
of the notch was ineffective in terms of the movement time.

In along and 𝐼 = ∞ (almost similar tasks for all Cursor owing to
the no notch condition), warp showed significantly longer move-
ment time than the otherCursors. Forwarp, warp was performed on
the left and right of the notch for 𝐼 = 0, 12, but not for 𝐼 = ∞, consid-
ering there was no notch. Therefore, the cursor behaves differently
depending on 𝐼 , and the distance the participant needs to move the
mouse is different even if 𝐴 is the same. Furthermore, participants
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Figure 7: (Left) Cursor velocity against the percentage of stroke completion in the task in (i) default, (ii) twice, and (iii) warp. The
red line shows the actual cursor velocity and the blue line shows the average velocity. (Right) Number of clicks made on the
X-axis of the target in (i) 𝐼 = 0 and (ii) 𝐼 = ∞.

had to change their mouse operation depending on the presence
or absence of warping. The mix of warping and non-warping con-
ditions may contribute to the significantly longer movement time,
even in the no notch condition. It may be desirable to change the
experimental procedure and do not mix with and without warps in
the same block. However, using a cursor warping to the left and
right of the notch in real situations results in a mixture of situations
in where warping does and does not take place, because the notch is
always positioned on the screen. This experiment can help evaluate
the performance of a cursor warping to the left and right of the
notch, assuming it is used in a real situation.

The twice has significantly shorter movement time compared to
the other Cursors. Additionally, the same trend is not only observed
for all Cursors but also for twice; avoid tends to have a shorter
movement time than that of along (Fig. 4). In other words, changing
the cursor size doubling eliminates the situation where the cursor
is completely hidden by the notch; however, the cursor is partially
hidden, which increases the movement time. The movement time
was always shorter for twice than that for the other Cursors, even
for avoid. No significant difference was observed in the movement
time in 𝐼 for twice. Consequently, we believe that the increased
movement time caused by the notch could be restrained by avoiding
the notch and using a cursor twice the default size. This result did
not contradict the result of the previous study [19]. Therefore,
the conclusion that the notch should be an area where the cursor
cannot enter, as claimed by the previous study [19], would not be
overturned.

5.2 Participants Questionnaire
Ten of the twelve participants answered that they preferred twice.
They reported that in along, the cursor was not completely hidden
by the notch and the cursor position was always visible. The large
cursor size made it easier to recognize the cursor position and was
preferred in avoid. The other two participants preferred default. For
twice, the participants highlighted the same advantages as above
but felt uncomfortable because the size was larger than the cursor
they usually use.

No participant preferred warp. The advantage of warping was
that the distance to move the cursor was reduced and the cursor
was not hidden by the notch. However, they responded that the
task became more difficult because the warp caused the cursor
to move abruptly. Therefore, the disadvantage of this cursor was

that it required careful moving of the cursor even before warping.
Furthermore, it was difficult to aim at the target because of the
distance of the warp. Even in avoid, the participants stated that
they had to move carefully to avoid unnecessary warps from right
to left.

5.3 Cursor Velocity
Fig. 7 (left) shows the cursor velocity against the percentage of
stroke completion in the task. As an example, 𝐴 = 200, 𝐼 = 0, and
along conditions are shown. In a pointing task, the user accelerates
the cursor at the beginning of the movement time and decelerates
to place the cursor within the target [3]. Fig. 7 (left) shows a similar
trend in the previous study [3]. However, warp (Fig. 7 (left) (iii))
has a smaller maximum average cursor velocity compared to that
of the other Cursors. The trend was similar for all conditions for
along. This result supports the answer given in the participant
questionnaire. We believe that the participants carefully moving
the cursor in warp resulted in the decreased movement time.

5.4 Selection Coordinates of the Target
Fig. 7 (right) shows the number of clicks made on the X-axis of the
target. As an example, avoid and warp conditions are shown. The
center of the target’s X-axis was set to 0, negative to the left and
positive to the right. That is, in 𝐼 = 0, −11was the coordinate 1 pixel
to the right of the notch. The number of clicks on a target ideally
followed a standard normal distribution [16, 21]. Fig. 7 (right) (ii)
shows a trend of a greater number of clicks toward the center of
the target. Fig. 7 (Right) (i) shows a trend toward fewer clicks on
the left side of the target and more clicks on the right side than
in (ii). At 𝐼 = 0, participants moved the cursor to avoid clicking
at coordinates close to the notch to avoid unnecessary warping.
Furthermore, the participants would have perceived the width of
the target at 𝐼 = 0 to be smaller than its actual width.

6 LIMITATION AND FUTUREWORK
Ninja Cursor [15], which shortens the distance to the target, and
Bubble Cursor [11], which extends the range of target selection,
have been proposed as techniques to support pointing that can
reduce the movement time. Therefore, effective use of these tech-
niques may minimize the effect of the notch. A limitation of this
study is that existing techniques to support pointing were not in-
cluded in the cursor conditions.
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In the participant questionnaire, they responded that they could
have moved the cursor faster if they had become accustomed to
warp behavior. As the participants become more adept at cursor
specifications, they may only benefit from warping to shorten the
distance to the target. However, habituation will not eliminate the
fact that (1) participants perceive the target width to be smaller than
its actual size and (2) there is a mix of situations where warping
does and does not take place.

This experiment showed that it is desirable to use a cursor twice
the default size. However, we have not been able to investigate
how increasing the cursor size affects the everyday use of a PC
(e.g., users may feel that a large cursor is annoying). Therefore,
we changed the cursor size of the PC to twice the default size and
let them use it for one week after the experiment and collected
questionnaire responses. All participants reported that they did not
lose track of the cursor because of its large size. Conversely, all
participants except one said that the cursor shape for selecting text
(eye beam pointer) made it difficult to understand where the text
could be selected. Four participants continued to use the cursor
with twice the size; two changed the size to approximately 1.5 times
the default size, and six returned to the default size. Although a
cursor twice the default size was desirable in terms of the movement
time, we believe that there are individual differences in cursor size
preferences. A limitation of this study is that it does not consider
the size preference and the effect of cursor size on the pointing
movement of the cursor.

7 CONCLUSION
We investigated the possibility of using a cursor warping to the
left and right of the notch to shorten the path to the target and
restrain the movement time, which increases due to the notch. The
results showed that a warping cursor could improve the efficiency
of the cursor path, but it was ineffective in terms of the movement
time. This result was attributed to a slower in cursor speed, the
participants perceiving the target size being smaller than actual,
and the mixture of warping and non-warping situations, when
using the warping cursor.
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